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SITES IN CONDENSED-EXPLOSIVE

DETONATION WAVES

by
S. N. Buravova,

V. A. Veretennikov,

and A. N. Dremin

ABSTRACT
The heterogeneity of the detonation wave in gaseous and liquid explosives
had been proved, but there was no way to show the space-time structure of the
detonation wave front in powerful explosives.
The authora photographed the
face of exploding cartridges of nitromethane, a nitromethane and acetone mixture,and TNT.
The photographs show heterogeneity of the detonation wave
luminosity.
Bright lines are attributed to the intense detonation reactions,
and
dark points to products that did not react at the instant of photographing.
Heterogeneity was most clear in the nitromethane-acetone
mixture.
Discontinuity of
bright sections, well expressed in TNT, was affected by the size distribution of
the explosive granules.
Luminosity of 0.5-mm-deep grooves on the charge face
positively proved that bright lines of the detonation wave correspond to interstices between the explosive particles, and dark points correspond to unreacted
particles.
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Test setup.
1. Explosive charge.
3. Barrier of inert
2. Initiating charge.
material.
4. K-8 optical glass.
5. Waterfilled container.
6. Mirror.
7. Camera
with open shutter.

‘.

x,

..‘,

Fig. 4.

Instantaneous photographs of the front of a detonation
a. Nitromethane, air-gap thickness, ~ , 0.2 mm.
b.
75/25 nitromethane/acetone
mixture, ~ = 0.5 mm.
c. TNT, particle size, A, 0.3 mm, C = 0.2 mm.
d. TNT, A=o.8mm,
~=o.
e. TNT, A = 1,5 mm, C = O.
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